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ABSTRACT: Combining a computational analysis with site-directed mutagenesis,
we have studied the long-range electron transfer pathway in versatile and lignin
peroxidases, two enzymes of biotechnological interest that play a key role for fungal
degradation of the bulky lignin molecule in plant biomass. The in silico study
established two possible electron transfer routes starting at the surface tryptophan
residue previously identified as responsible for oxidation of the bulky lignin polymer.
Moreover, in both enzymes, a second buried tryptophan residue appears as a top
electron transfer carrier, indicating the prevalence of one pathway. Site-directed
mutagenesis of versatile peroxidase (from Pleurotus eryngii) allowed us to corroborate
the computational analysis and the role played by the buried tryptophan (Trp244)
and a neighbor phenylalanine residue (Phe198), together with the surface
tryptophan, in the electron transfer. These three aromatic residues are highly
conserved in all the sequences analyzed (up to a total of 169). The importance of the surface (Trp171) and buried (Trp251)
tryptophan residues in lignin peroxidase has been also confirmed by directed mutagenesis of the Phanerochaete chrysosporium
enzyme. Overall, the combined procedure identifies analogous electron transfer pathways in the long-range oxidation mechanism
for both ligninolytic peroxidases, constituting a good example of how computational analysis avoids making extensive trial-error
mutagenic experiments.

■ INTRODUCTION

Ligninolytic peroxidases are heme peroxidases in class-II of the
peroxidase-catalase superfamily.1 They play a key role in lignin
degradation enabling the fungal decay of wood and other
lignocellulosic biomass for carbon recycling in land ecosys-
tems.2,3 Enzymatic delignification and lignin modification are of
high biotechnological interest, having multiple potential
applications from paper pulp manufacturing to the production
of biofuels, chemicals, and added value products in lignocellulose
biorefineries, where all biomass constituents should be used.4−6

In particular, the use of these enzymes in the above industrial
processes would result in saving resources, time, and money,
together with reduced environmental impacts. For this reason,
unveiling themolecular mechanism of the enzymatic degradation
of lignin has recently centered major attention.7−9

All fungal ligninolytic peroxidases share a similar topology and
folding, including 4−5 disulfide bridges and binding sites for two
structural Ca2+ ions that contribute to the stability of the protein
structure.10,11 They contain an internal heme with an electron
deficient iron (in its active form), responsible for the enzyme’s
catalytic activity. This internal prosthetic group is connected to
the solvent by two channels: (i) the main channel, which is
conserved in all heme peroxidases and allows the entrance of

hydrogen peroxide (necessary for the enzyme activation) and
different small substrates; and (ii) a narrow channel, specific of
some of these peroxidases, located directly on the internal heme
propionate (the most distant from the main channel), which has
been shown to bind manganese.12,13

There are three families of ligninolytic peroxidaseslignin
peroxidase (LiP), manganese peroxidase (MnP), and versatile
peroxidase (VP)that differ basically in the substrates that are
able to oxidize at different catalytic sites.13 MnPs are
characterized by presenting a Mn-binding site at the propionate
channel formed by three acidic residues (two in atypical MnPs)14

where this cation is oxidized (Mn3+ acting as a diffusible
oxidizer). Recently, it has been demonstrated that low redox-
potential aromatic substrates can be oxidized at this catalytic site
by short MnPs.15 An equivalent Mn-oxidation site is present in
VPs, which are also able to oxidize different low redox-potential
substrates at the main heme channel.16 In addition, VPs share
with LiPs the ability to oxidize high redox-potential aromatic
compounds through a protein radical exposed to the solvent,
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which was first detected in VP17 and later in LiP,18 and whose
direct involvement in lignin degradation has been recently
shown.19

The catalytic cycle is similar to all ligninolytic peroxidases,
involving first the (two electron) activation by hydrogen
peroxide forming the (metal) electron deficient active species,
compound I, which is the responsible for the first (one-electron)
substrate oxidation, passing to compound II that oxidizes a
second substrate molecule.11,20 Compound I contains two
unpaired electrons in an iron-oxo moiety and a third unpaired
electron in a porphyrin cation radical, which is capable of
oxidizing several substrates in the vicinity of the heme. However,
for oxidation of lignin, or other bulky recalcitrant molecules
(unable to directly interact with the heme cofactor), this radical
must be transferred to a superficial residue, typically a
tryptophan, through a long-range electron transfer (LRET)
mechanism. Such catalytic residues have been well characterized
by site-directed mutagenesis, corresponding to Trp16419,21 in VP
(isoenzyme VPL) from Pleurotus eryngii, and its homologous
Trp17122−25 in LiP (isoenzyme H8) from Phanerochaete
chrysosporium.
In this work, we combine a computational analysis with site-

directed mutagenesis to map the LRET pathway, tracing the
residues that connect donor and acceptor in VP, and localized a
similar pathway in LiP. A rigorous computational study of LRET
would involve an ab initio quantum chemistry treatment of the
system plus electronic coupling calculations. Such treatment is
computationally prohibitive. However, simpler alternatives have
been employed to qualitatively predict tunneling paths. For
example, the module PATHWAYS, from the software
HARLEM,26 identifies the residues with higher probability to
act as electron carriers using a geometrical analysis and empirical
tunneling factors. In this study, we use an intermediate approach
based on a mixed quantum mechanics and molecular mechanics
(QM/MM) method, the QM/MM e-pathway,27,28 providing a
semiquantitative ranking of the residues’ electron affinity. This
approach has been recently used to identify the LRET route from
an exposed tryptophan in a dye-decolorizing peroxidase, a
member of a different superfamily also oxidizing lignin-derived
products.29 The computational study indicates two predominant

paths, common in both systems, but with a clear preference for a
LRET pathway involving a second (buried) tryptophan residue.
Site-directed mutagenesis allowed to further corroborate the
computational analysis, obtaining a detailed molecular mecha-
nism for this important step in the enzymatic activity of
ligninolytic peroxidases.

■ METHODS

System Setup. Enzymes were prepared from the crystallo-
graphic structures (PDB entries 3FJW and 1LGA for P. eryngii
VP and P. chrysosporium LiP, respectively) using the protein
preparation wizard from the Schrödinger suite of programs.30

Protonation states were adjusted with PROPKA31 considering
pH 3.0: the optimum for oxidation of the typical LiP/VP
substrate veratryl alcohol (VA). In particular, the following VP
residues were modified: neutral glutamic acid for residues 36, 37,
40, 83, 140, 217, and 225; neutral Asp231; protonated histidine
for residues 95, 136, and 293; and neutral ε-protonated histidine
for residues 39 and 232. Similarly, several amino acids were also
modified in LiP: neutral glutamic acid for residues 168, 224, and
232; neutral Asp183; protonated histidine for residues 30, 82,
101, 149, 310, and 341; neutral ε-protonated His239. Partial
atomic charges for the heme and VA were obtained with QM/
MM simulations at the B3LYP(LACVP*)/OPLS2005 level of
theory using Qsite.32

Substrate Diffusion with PELE. Ligand diffusion and
docking simulations were performed with PELE (Protein Energy
Landscape Exploration),33 a Monte Carlo based algorithm
capable of accurately modeling ligand migration and its induced
fit with modest computational cost. The sampling algorithm is
basically composed by an initial perturbation of both receptor
and the ligand, followed by the relaxation of the overall system by
means of side chain sampling and minimization steps. The
resulting movement is accepted if complies the Metropolis
criteria. Two different simulations were performed: (i) a global
one, where the substrate (VA) is free to explore the entire
enzyme surface; and (ii) a local one, where the ligand center of
mass was constrained within a 15 Å sphere from the catalytic
tryptophan α-carbon. A similar procedure has been used when

Figure 1. Illustration of QM/MM e-pathway procedure (that does not presume to represent any result).27 The strategy consists of identifying the
residue that hosts the spin density in a QM/MM calculation (step 1), where only the residues potentially involved in the transfer are placed in the QM
region (in orange) whereas donor and acceptor are frozen in the MM region (in green). This residue is then subtracted from the QM region in the
following calculations (steps 2 and 3) and the process is iterated until localizing a complete e-pathway (connecting donor and acceptor).
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studying the enzyme−substrate binding process in other
peroxidases.34

QM/MMe-Pathway Calculations. LRETwas characterized
by the QM/MM e-pathway method,27 a technique that ranks a
set of specified residues by its tendency to host the radical during
the electron transfer process (Figure 1).
For the calculations, structures obtained after substrate

diffusion with PELE were placed in an orthorhombic box of
water, and the solvent was equilibrated (keeping the VA substrate
and all the protein alpha carbons frozen) with 0.5 ns of molecular
dynamics simulation performed with Desmond.35 The default
relaxation protocol in Desmond was used followed by
production runs using the NPT ensemble with a Nose−́Hoover
thermostat and a Martyna−Tobias−Klein barostat. Then, the
donor (VA) and acceptor (heme) were optimized at M06-
(LACVP*)/OPLS2005 level. The transfer region (keeping the
previously optimized donor and acceptor groups frozen) for the
QM/MM e-pathway method was then relaxed (five geometry
optimization steps) at B3LYP(6-31g*)/OPLS2005 level to
reduce possible structural strain.
The transfer region for QM/MM calculations in VP contains

the twenty-three residues shown in Figure 2 (left), and
homologous residues were included in the LiP calculation
(Figure 2, right). After optimization, the iterative single point
calculations of the QM/MM e-pathway method were performed
at the HF(6-31g*) level of theory, since density functional theory
methods tend to delocalize in excess the spin density,36 and the
residues that host the spin in each stage were ranked.
Directed Mutagenesis. Several site-directed mutations

were introduced by mutagenic polymerase chain reaction
(PCR) using the expression plasmid pFLAG1 (International
Biotechnologies) containing the coding DNA sequence of P.
eryngii VP (allelic variant VPL2; GenBank accession number
AF007222), named pFLAG1-VPL2, as template. For each
mutation, both a direct and a reverse primers were designed
complementary to opposite strands of the same DNA region
containing the desired mutation. PCRs were performed (50 μL
final volume) using 10 ng of template DNA, each dNTP at 500
μM, 125 ng of direct and reverse primers, 2.5 units of Pfu Turbo

polymerase (Stratagene), and the manufacturers buffer. Reaction
conditions were as follows: (i) a hot start at 95 °C for 1 min; (ii)
18 cycles at 95 °C for 50 s, 55 °C for 50 s, and 68 °C for 10 min;
and (iii) a final cycle at 68 °C for 10min pFLAG1-VPL2 plasmids
containing the mutations were treated with endonuclease DpnI
to digest methylated parental nonmutated double-stranded
DNA, and transformed into Escherichia coli DH5α for
propagation (and into E. coli W3110 for expression). One
positive clone of each variant was selected, sequenced
(PerkinElmer ABI Prism 377) and checked to confirm that the
desired mutations had been properly introduced. The same
procedure was followed for directed mutagenesis (W251A) of P.
chrysosporium LiPH8 (GenBank accession number Y00262).

Heterologous Expression.Wild-type recombinant VP and
its directed variants were expressed in E. coliW3110.37 Cells were
grown in Terrific broth38 at 37 °C until reaching an OD500 of ∼1
(∼3 h). Then protein expression was induced with 1 mM
isopropyl β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside, and cells were grown for
a further 4 h. The apoenzyme was produced as inclusion bodies
and then recovered in a 50 mM Tris/HCl (pH 8.0) solution
containing 8 M urea, 1 mM ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid and
1 mM dithiothreitol (DTT). The subsequent in vitro folding of
the solubilized apoenzyme was carried out in a solution of 0.16M
urea, 20 μMhemin, 5mMCaCl2, 0.1 mMDTT, 0.5mMoxidized
glutathione, and 0.1 mg/mL protein, in 20 mM Tris/HCl buffer
(pH 9.5) at room temperature (overnight).
The refolded enzyme was purified by Resource-Q chromatog-

raphy using a 0−0.3 M NaCl gradient (2 mL/min for 20 min) in
10 mM sodium tartrate (pH 5.5) containing 1 mM CaCl2.
Finally, the purified enzyme was dialyzed against 10 mM sodium
tartrate (pH 5). The proteins showed Reinheitszahl values (Rz,
OD407/OD280) of ∼4 confirming their high purity. Their UV−
visible spectra in the 300−700 nm range confirmed that they
were correctly folded.
A similar procedure was used for E. coli expression, in vitro

activation and purification of the P. chrysosporium LiPH8 variant,
using previously described conditions.44

Enzyme Kinetics. Oxidation of VA (veratraldehyde ε310
9300 mM−1·cm−1) and Mn2+ (Mn3+ tartrate complex ε238 6500

Figure 2. Residues included in the transfer region in VP (left) and LiP (right) for the QM/MM e-pathway. Recall that the proximal histidine and the
heme (carbons) are displayed only as a reference and they were not included in the QM transfer region. For better visualization, the enzyme cofactor
(heme) and catalytic tryptophan (Trp164/Trp171) are displayed in gold.
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M−1·cm1) were measured at pH 3 and pH 5, respectively.
Reactions were performed in 0.1 M tartrate buffer, at 25 °C, in
the presence of 0.1 mM H2O2. Enzymatic activities were
measured as initial velocities taking linear increments of
absorbance due to the appearance of the reaction product
using a Shimadzu UV-1800 spectrophotometer.
Steady-state kinetic constants were calculated from the

oxidation of increasing substrate concentrations until enzyme
saturation was observed. Values and standard errors for apparent
affinity constant (Michaelis constant, Km) and maximal enzyme
turnover (catalytic constant, kcat) were obtained by nonlinear
least-squares fitting to the Michaelis−Menten model. Fitting of
these constants to a normalized Michaelis−Menten equation
defined as v = (kcat/Km)[S]/(1+[S]/Km), where v is the reaction
rate and S is the substrate concentration, yielded enzyme
efficiency values (kcat/Km) with their corresponding standard
errors.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A combination of computational and experimental efforts was
performed to shed light on the LRET pathway involved in
oxidation of VA (as a simple lignin model compound) by
ligninolytic peroxidases.
Computational Analysis of Intramolecular LRET in VP.

The enzymatic process was modeled at a molecular and an
electronic level of detail (mapping, respectively, the protein−
ligand recognition and the electron transfer) in order to identify
the key amino acids involved in the LRET mechanism.

Aiming at studying the VP−VA recognition event, the ligand
was placed in the bulk solvent and allowed to explore the entire
protein surface. A similar complete analysis of the biophysical
and biochemical events allowed us, for example, to recently
engineer a highly stableMnP and activate it for oxidation of a new
substrate.34 In the present case, however, no significant minima
were detected in the vicinity of Trp164, which is in agreement
with the (very) low affinity observed for VA (VP Km 4130 ± 320
μM). Analogous results were obtained when using alternative
cavity detection techniques, such as Sitemap, where no
significant minima are detected.
Thus, following the experimental evidence that identified the

superficial Trp164 as the catalytic residue21 (whose α carbon is
placed at 13.3 Å from the Fe metal center), VA was constrained
to explore only a region within 15 Å from the tryptophan. This
procedure enhances the sampling in a defined region, allowing to
identify shallow local minima. As displayed in Figure 3 (left), the
diffusion simulation shows now a small minimum involving two
hydrogen bonds between the alcohol group in VA and the HE1
hydrogen from Trp164 and the OE1 oxygen atom from Glu243,
along with the stacking of Arg257 to the aromatic ring.
We should emphasize, however, that VA presents several

different arrangements within this local minimum. Figure 3
(right) shows the superficial contact residues in the different
conformations found within 5 kcal/mol of the energy minimum
at 2 Å. Overall, our sampling results are in agreement with a
recent study combining docking and molecular dynamics
techniques, where VA was found to adopt multiple orientations
and a short bound life span.39

Figure 3. Substrate exploration in the environment of the catalytic Trp164 in VP. Left: Interaction energy (kcal/mol) vs the shortest (pairwise) distance
from any VA atom to Trp164 (HE1 atom) in the local PELE diffusion simulations (120 cpus × 48 h, each color represents a different processor). Right:
Set of contact residues (within 4 Å) to VA in the best interaction energy structures (within 5 kcal/mol from the local minimum).

Table 1. QM/MM e-Pathway Results (after 7 Iterations) from 5 Different Snapshots (Sets 1−5) Taken from the Local PELE
Diffusion of VA in VPa

QM/MM e-pathway iterations

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

set 1 W244 W164 F258 M265 F198 I199 (bb)b M262 R257 (bb) N256 (bb)
set 2 W244 F198 (sc+bb) W164 M265 F258 M262 R257 M247
set 3 M262 F258 W244 W164 M247 M265 F198 (bb) F186 (bb) R257 (bb+sc) N256 (bb)
set 4 M265 W244 F198 W164 M262 R257 (bb) M247 F186 (bb+sc)
set 5 W164 W244 M265 M262 F258 (bb) A259 (bb) F198 (bb) I199 (bb) R257 (bb+sc) N256 (bb)

aResidues hosting the spin are listed (from left to right) in order of electron affinity. bbb or bb+sc are specified when the spin density is located only
at the residue’s backbone or at both backbone and side-chain, respectively (in all the other cases it is located only at the side chain).
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Five representative structures were then analyzed using the
QM/MM e-pathway method, identifying for each pose the top
seven residues with larger electron affinity in the transfer region.
The list of residues for each set, ranked in electron affinity, and
the nature of the spin density (in backbone or/and side chain)
are shown in Table 1.
Figure 4 locates the main residues within the VP structure and

summarizes the ranking with their corresponding frequencies
(qualitatively indicating their electron affinity ranking). Interest-
ingly, there is one buried tryptophan, Trp244, that appears in all
the studied sets as the top or the second residue with larger
electron affinity, sometimes even before the surface catalytic
residue, Trp164, suggesting a central role in the LRET. The
surface Trp164 also appears in all runs: in first, second (twice),
third, and fourth positions. Moreover, there are twomethionines,
Met262 andMet265, that frequently appear in the calculation, as
well as Phe198, Phe258, and Arg257. A third methionine,
Met247, was not selected because it only appears in three of the
computed paths (Table 1). The overall inspection of these
residues suggests two possible electron transfer paths beginning
from Trp164 (Figure 4): one involving Met262 and Met265,
which could also comprise Arg257 and Phe258 (that we called
the Met’s path), and the other route (named the Phe’s path and
the preferred option based on the rankings) involving Trp244
and Phe198, the latter residue in the vicinity to the proximal
histidine.
Directed Mutagenesis of VP. In order to shed light on the

most probable route and verify the influence over the catalysis of

the residues found in the QM/MM e-pathway, two new mutants
(F198I and W244L) were obtained and experimentally
characterized together with five more previously obtained
(W164S, M247F, M247L, R257L, and M265L). Due to the
nature of the spin density for these residues, involving mainly
their side chains (Table 1), we mutated them for leucines/
isoleucines, as hydrophobic residues with a very low prospective
of acting as electron carriers through its side chain (Table 2).
The analysis of the catalytic properties of the site-directed

variants clearly shows that mutations W244L and F198I, at the
Phe’s path, turn the enzyme inactive against VA, in a similar
fashion as when removing the surface tryptophan in the W164S
variant. However, mutations in the Met’s path (R257L and
M265L) maintain the enzyme activity on VA, with similar
catalytic efficiency values.
The M247L variant was also analyzed, and its residual activity

suggests the possibility of direct electron transfer from Trp164 to
Phe198 in the Phe’s path, although Met247 occupies an
intermediate position. Met247 was also substituted by a
phenylalanine, the residue occupying this position in LiP (Figure
2) to investigate a possible relationship with the more efficient
oxidation of VA by the latter enzyme, but no improvement was
obtained.
Additional kinetic experiments were performed to oxidize

Mn2+ directly at the propionate channel, in order to check
whether these mutations affect other properties rather than the
LRET region. Kinetic data, however, showed comparable values
as the wild type (Table 2).

Figure 4. VP electron transfer from Trp164 to heme. Left: Suggested LRET routes and neighbor residues. The catalytic surface residue carbons are
displayed in pink color, whereas those of the main residues found in the QM/MM e-pathway are displayed in green (Met’s path) and orange (Phe’s
path). Right: Frequency of the positions found in the QM/MM e-pathways (data from Table 1) for the most common residues (found, at least, in four
paths).

Table 2. Steady-State Kinetic Constantsa of Native VP and Variants for VA and Mn2+ Oxidation

VPb W164Sc F198I W244L M247Fd M247Ld R257Le M265Le

Km 4130 ± 320 − − − 4100 ± 400 6990 ± 630 13500 ± 600 3900 ± 300
VA kcat 9.5 ± 0.2 − − − 4.3 ± 0.2 5.0 ± 0.2 27.3 ± 0.5 11.4 ± 0.3

kcat/Km 2.3 ± 0.1 − − − 1.1 ± 0.1 0.7 ± 0.0 2.0 ± 0.0 2.9 ± 0.2
Km 181 ± 10 110f 90 ± 7 120 ± 2 70 ± 5 82 ± 7 102 ± 9 136 ± 7

Mn2+ kcat 275 ± 4 207f 200 ± 3 165 ± 8 76 ± 1 150 ± 4 100 ± 2 215 ± 2
kcat/Km 1520 ± 70 1900f 2220 ± 160 1340 ± 20 1090 ± 70 1830 ± 130 982 ± 76 1580 ± 103

aKm (μM), kcat (s
−1), and kcat/Km (s−1 mM−1) . b,c,d,eFrom refs 40, 21, 41, and 42, respectively. f95% confidence limits below 10% of the mean

values.
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Thus, as predicted from the QM/MM e-pathway calculations,
the experimental data confirmed that the Phe’s path plays a major
role in the LRET. Trp244, showing up in all computed paths top

positions, has never been proposed as important for the electron
transfer mechanism in VP, but has been recently proposed in
LiP,43 as discussed below. The importance of a phenylalanine

Figure 5. Substrate exploration in the environment of the catalytic Trp171 of LiP. Left: Interaction energy (kcal/mol) vs the lowest distance from any
VA atom to Trp171 (HE1) in the local PELE diffusion simulations (120 CPUs × 48 h, each color represents a different processor). Right: Set of contact
residues (within 4 Å) to VA in the best interaction energy structures (within 5 kcal/mol compared to the local minimum at ∼2 Å).

Table 3. QM/MM e-Pathway Results (after 7 Iterations) from 5Different Snapshots (Sets 1−5) Taken from the PELEDiffusion of
VA in LiPa

QM/MM iterations

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

set 1 F267 (bb)b I268
(bb)

W251 D264 (bb) F265 (bb) Q266
(bb)

F205 (bb) W171 F193 F204 (bb)

set 2 Q266 (bb) F267
(bb)

F269(bb) W251 F205 (bb) D264 (bb) A271 L272 (bb
+sc)

F265

set 3 Q266 F267 (bb) W251 F205 W171 D264 (bb) F265 (bb) F254 M172
set 4 W251 I268 (bb) F267

(bb)
F205 W171 M172 D264 (bb) F265 F254 F193

set 5 W251 F267 (bb) I268
(bb)

F205 M172 D263 (bb) D264 F265
(bb)

W171 F254

aResidues hosting the spin are listed (from left to right) in order of electron affinity. bbb or bb+sc are specified when the spin density is located only
at the residue’s backbone or at both backbone and side-chain, respectively (in all the other cases, it is located only at the side chain).

Figure 6. LiP electron transfer from Trp171 to heme. Left: Suggested LRET routes and neighbor residues. The catalytic residue (Trp171) carbons are
displayed in pink whereas those of the main residues found in the QM/MM e-pathway calculations are displayed in orange (Phe’s path) and green
(Phe#2’s path). Right: Frequency of the positions found in the QM/MM e-pathways (data from Table 3) for the most common residues, found at least
in four paths.
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residue homologous to Phe198 has been shown for high redox-
potential substrate oxidation by a peroxidase variant.44

Overall, the results for VP clearly indicate that the LRET
pathway should involve Trp164−Trp244−Phe198, finalizing in
the proximal histidine which is directly bonded to the iron of the
heme.
Analysis of LRET Pathways in LiP. Similar to VP, LiP is also

able to oxidize different aromatic compounds through a surface
tryptophan residue (LiPH8 Trp171), although it is more efficient
oxidizing VA (Km 190 ± 17 μM; kcat 17.5 ± 0.5 s−1; and kcat/Km
92.0 ± 6.0 s−1·mM−1)45 than VP (Table 2). This difference has
been associated with a more acidic environment, better
stabilizing the cation radical formed after VA oxidation.10

VA local diffusion with PELE was performed using the same
parameters as employed for the simulation of VP. In agreement
with the lower Km observed in LiP, we find this time a better
defined (sharper) minimum after the local sampling (Figure 5,
left). VA, however, still presents multiple orientations, and those
residues in contact with VA in the top representative poses are
displayed in Figure 5 (right). To unveil the LRET in LiP, the
QM/MM e-pathway calculations were performed over five
representative structures extracted from the PELE simulations
(Table 3).
Results show analogous paths to those obtained earlier for VP,

where the main residues forming the Phe’s path are conserved in
LiP (Figure 6): Trp171 (VP Trp164), Trp251 (VP Trp244), and
Phe205 (VP Phe198). However, the previously called Met’s path
does not present the methionines found in VP but two
phenylalanines (Phe265 and Phe267, being Phe258 and
Ala260 in VP, respectively) and one aspartic acid (Asp264,
being Arg257 in VP), being, therefore, renamed as Phe#2 path.
As previously found in VP, there is a second buried tryptophan

residue, Trp251, which appears in all QM/MM e-pathway sets in
a top ranked position together with the exposed Trp171,
pointing again the predominance of the Phe’s path. Notice that
Phe267, also appearing as a top-ranked positions with Trp251,
points rather a noneffective transfer to the heme (cul-desac). LiP
Phe254 and Phe204 were not selected (as the homologous VP
Met247 and Phe197, respectively) because they only appear in
three and one of the predicted paths, respectively (Table 3).
The involvement of Trp251 in the LRET pathway of P.

chrysosporium LiP was experimentally confirmed by site-directed
mutagenesis to alanine. The resulting W251A variant showed 3-
fold lower catalytic efficiency oxidizing VA (66 ± 11 s−1 mM−1)

compared with native LiP8 (205 ± 4 s−1 mM−1) due to kcat
decrease (from 16.2± 0.8 to 6.0± 0.3 s−1), while theKm was only
slightly increased (from 79 ± 18 to 91 ± 18 μM−1). An even
larger decrease of catalytic efficiency oxidizing a nonphenolic
lignin model has been recently reported for the same LiP
variant.43 In addition, the strict requirement of Trp171 has been
shown by site-directed mutagenesis using different lignin model
compounds.20,25 Thus, all these evidence indicate that, as
observed in VP, the first Phe’s path (here consisting of W171−
Phe205−Trp251) is the main responsible for the LRET process.

Analysis of Other VP and LiP Sequences.Remarkably, the
above buried tryptophan residue and the exposed catalytic
tryptophan (W244/W251 and W164/W171 in P. eryngii VP/P.
chrysosporium LiP, respectively) are conserved in all the 169 VP
or LiP sequences available to date (Figure 7). Moreover, the third
residue identified as part of the LRET pathway (F198/F205) also
shows a high conservation degree, being in all cases phenyl-
alanine or tyrosine residues.
Identification of such LRET route was possible by the use of

computational tools, and contrasts with the former hypothesis
suggesting direct transfer from the catalytic tryptophan
(Trp164/Trp171 of VP/LiP) to the heme (methyl-C group)
through the side-chain of the contiguous residue (Leu165/
Met172).21Moreover, conservation of the same route among the
different ligninolytic peroxidases, as suggested by the screening
of basidiomycete genomes, strongly supports its relevance in
lignin degradation by fungal LiPs and VPs.

■ CONCLUSIONS

Experimental and computational efforts were made to study the
VP oxidation of VA (as a simple lignin model compound)
through an intramolecular LRET mechanism. In this case,
computational methodologies avoid making extensive trial-error
mutagenic experiments in order to establish the residues in the
path (and the side-chain or backbone contribution). Instead, the
data obtained from the QM/MM e-pathway technique assists in
designing an experiment to identify the pathway undertaken by
the electron. From the computational analysis we first identified
two possible routes in VP beginning both with Trp164, which has
been characterized in previous studies as the VP residue oxidizing
VA.21 The calculations, moreover, indicate the importance of a
second buried tryptophan residue, Trp244. From these results,
some mutants were designed involving residues from both paths
in order to identify the most favorable route. Experimental

Figure 7. Sequence logo of three protein regions harboring residues involved in LRET from an exposed tryptophan to the heme cofactor in 169
peroxidases (92 LiPs and 77 VPs) available in GenBank database and genomes accessible through MycoCosm (www.jgi.doe.gov/fungi), prepared with
Web Logo 3.5.46 Residue numbering refers to P. eryngii VP (allelic variant VPL2). Numbering above the residues indicates the exposed tryptophan
(W164/W171) and the two additional residues (F198/F205 andW244/W251) identified by QM/MM e-pathway27,28 in P. eryngii VP/P. chrysosporium
LiP.
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evidence showed a lack of reactivity when residues Phe198 and
Trp244 were mutated, while around 50% activity remained for
the M256L mutant and no significant changes were observed for
R257L and M265L (the two latter in the Met’s path). Therefore,
we can conclude the transfer occurs through the Phe’s path,
including Trp164, Trp244, and Phe198. Interestingly, equivalent
results are found for LiP, where two routes (from Trp171) were
also obtained by the QM/MM e-pathway calculations. In LiP, we
find again the importance of a second tryptophan residue,
Trp251, in agreement with directed mutagenesis experiments.
These results, together with the conservation of the above
residues after sequence screening in genomes, indicate the
involvement of an analogous electron transfer pathway, the Phe’s
path, in the long-range oxidation mechanism of VP and LiP from
different basidiomycetes. Such mechanism was a crucial
evolutionary acquisition in ligninolytic peroxidases since it
enabled electron abstraction from lignin (whose bulky nature
prevents direct interaction with the activated cofactor) at the
protein surface, as it has been recently demonstrated for P. eryngii
VP and P. chrysosporium LiP.19,47
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